Gossip Girl,
Cecily von Ziegsar
SERIES YA FIC
VON ZIEGESAR

The Disreputable
History of Frankie
Landau-Banks,
E. Lockhart

Is Gossip Girl one of New
York City's privileged teens
with easy access to endless
money, alcohol, and drugs?
The answer remains a wellkept secret, but her Web page
that opens each chapter (and
that readers can visit) tells all
about the in-crowd.

Sophomore Frankie starts
dating
senior
Matthew
Livingston, but when he
refuses to talk about the allmale secret society that he
and his friends belong to,
Frankie infiltrates the society
in order to enliven their
mediocre pranks.

The Au Pairs,
Melissa de la Cruz
Three teenage girls from
different backgrounds work
for a summer in the Hamptons as au pairs for a
wealthy family, and in spite
of many ups and downs, all
three end up changing for
the better.

Trust Me, I’m Lying,
Mary Elizabeth Summer

Books to read if
you liked

Having learned to be a master
con artist from her father,
Julep Dupree pays expenses
at her exclusive high school
by fixing things for fellow
students, but she will need
their help when her father
disappears.

The It Girl,
Cecily von Ziegsar
SERIES YA FIC
VON ZIEGESAR
Having
left
her
elite
Manhattan private school to
attend an equally exclusive
New York State boarding
school, sophomore Jenny
Humphrey sets out to become the most alluring girl
on campus.

Want a personal book
recommendation? Email Jen at
jen@millburnlibrary.org or stop by the
Reference Desk.

All titles can be found under the author’s
last name in the YA fiction section
unless otherwise noted.

The Lying Game,
Sara Shepard

Heist Society,
Ally Carter

Seventeen-year-old Emma
Paxton steps into the life of
her long-lost twin Sutton to
solve her murder, while
Sutton looks on from her
afterlife.

A group of teenagers uses
their combined talents to
re-steal several priceless
paintings and save fifteenyear-old Kat Bishop's father,
himself an international art
thief, from a vengeful
collector.

The Carrie Diaries,
Candace Bushnell
Tells the story of Manhattan
columnist Carrie Bradshaw's
high school years, her
relationships with her peers,
and how she became a
writer.

I’d Tell You I Love You,
But Then I’d Have to
Kill You,
Ally Carter
As a sophomore at a secret
spy school and the daughter of
a former CIA operative,
Cammie is sheltered from
"normal teenage life" until she
meets a local boy while on a
class surveillance mission.

Private, Kate Brian
SERIES YA FIC
BRIAN
When Reed tries to fit in
with a clique at her exclusive new private school,
she quickly discovers that
inside their secret parties
and mountains of attitude,
hanging in their designer
clothing-packed closets the
Billings Girls have skeletons. And they'll do anything to keep their secrets
private.

The Summer I
Turned Pretty,
Jenny Han

L.A. Candy,
Lauren Conrad

Belly spends the summer
she turns sixteen at the
beach just like every
other summer of her life,
but this time things are
very different.

When
nineteen-year-old
Jane Roberts is cast in a
new reality show, she discovers that the fame and
fortune of her new life
come at a high price to
herself and her friendships.

The Clique,
Lisi Harrison
SERIES YA FIC
HARRISON
Wealthy Massie is determined
to exclude middle class Claire,
the daughter of her father's old
friend, from her seventh-grade
clique at a very exclusive private school in Westchester,
New York, but after Massie
steals her only friend, Claire
strikes back.

Along for the Ride,
Sarah Dessen
When Auden impulsively goes
to stay with her father, stepmother, and new baby sister
the summer before she starts
college, all the trauma of her
parents' divorce is revived,
even as she is making new
friends and having new experiences such as learning to ride
a bike and dating.

